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I AM TRANSFORMER
I ACT
I DANCE
I TAKE PHOTOS
I WRITE
I FILM
I EDIT
I DRAW
I PAINT
I am living with the shadows [always under the trees]

With poetic and experiemental spiriT
MAYBE, I WOULD LIKE TO BE AN ARTIST; BUT ANYWAY, I’M ON AN ARTISTIC JOURNEY.

at

I AM A
MUNDUS
IMAGINALIS
SPEOLOGIST

Speleology [from greek spelaion (cave) and
logo (tstudy)] is the scientific study of caves and other carstic features, their makeup, structure, physical properties, history,
life forms, and the processes by which they
form (speleogenesis) and change over time
(speleomorphology).

Individual
action
natural

Mundus imaginalis Intermediate site that Henry Corbin called the place of the symbol. This place, perceivable only with the eye of the heart, is where spirits incarnate, and bodies are spiritualized. Some authors have
compared this to how ‘Suspended’ images can appear
and remain on the surface of a mirror. The material
substance of the mirror, metal or mineral, is not the
substance of the image, rather a substance to which the
image would be an accident. It’s just the ‘place of its
appearance’. The active imagination is the mirror par
excellence, an epiphanic place of images of the archetypal world; for this reason, the concept is inseparable
from imaginative knowledge and function. Function
that is truly central because of its intermediate position, mediator of the imaginal worlds. It is a function
that allows all universes to symbolise each other, and
that leads us to imagine, experimentally, how the same
substantial realities assume forms that correspond
to different worlds. It is the cognitive function of the
Imagination upon which we base rigorous analogical
knowledge, escaping the dilemma of habitual rationalism, which reduces choice to the two extremes of a
dualism.

ALL MATERIAL CONCERN IS THE RESULT OF THE OPENING
TO CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF THIS INTERMEDIATE WORLD.
I OFFER THE BODY IN SUSPENSION or THE
BODY CONTAINS IMAGES IN SUSPENSION.
THE BODY ACTS AS A MIRROR, AS A REFLECTION OF A SET
OF INTERNAL PHENOMENA ENDOWED WITH PLASTIC WEALTH THAT ARE STRUCTURED BY A POETIC COMPOSITION.
I interpret a score that is given to me or is
born and that is how I generate each artistic
action.

PHENOMENOLOGIST OF THE INNER WORLD
FROM THE ORIGIN OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS UNTIL THE MOMENT OF ACTION, I
EXPERIMENT AN ENERGY AND SYMBOLIC
CHARGE WHICH MOTIVATES BEING IN THE
ACTION.
Stop the action, but not the process, this continues. It can take
days, years, hours and often, I feel that they will accompany
me my whole life, even shough the way that they are finished,
what they reveal is a ripening phase.. I drink from life, I do in
any other way. I experiment with cycles of understanding and
meaning that juxtapose and unite with each other.

space (Les Gavarres - Catalonia)
Sometimes I experience premoritory actions, because time
is a concept that if lived, becomes spherical.
Although the actions are the result of an intimate experience, my work is always directed
towards the interaction with the environment.
The goal is to go beyond the self.
ACTION, NO REACTION.
It appears within me forcefully - a detonating perception - or I
maybe I work towards specific proposal. - a commission or collaboration -. From this moment, ductile information flows, enters
and transforms in me, causing something new to be born as an
answer. This birth is the action.
I observe a set of internal phenomena and explore the most significant ones. This attention
is located between two worlds: the daytime and
the dream; It is a kind of veiled consciousness,
distant and familiar at the same time, as It
chooses those experiences that will be
transferred to action.

I LIVE IN A DEMIURGIC PROCESS

The thought that tightens and orders each of the actions is
not intellectual and is processed through the mind of the body,
through intuition. Internal understanding is deep and rich, so it
is necessary for me to synthesise all this information through
poetry.

Individual action in natural space (Les Gavarres - Catalonia)

Leaves that leave, returning stone, rhythmic arrow.
Research group ‘Birds in the head’

05/06/2018
[NOTES. It was an autumn that stretched on into fever. It was like a brake, suspended over glass; Lifting my hands off the ground, bringuing
with them, the already fallen leaves. I crackle them. I watch them make this sound and the Tramuntana wind takes them back: I learn from
reflection with action; There is a triangular stone - the head and the feet tremble as they join -; The stone becomes an arrow, I run like never
before disappearing into the dark forest, escorting me through the stone ellipse; I return and the face is the stone and between it and the flesh,
there is a refuge, and old secret that is coming; They lower their hands to the centre and the beating fastens and the head is nothing more than a
continent of blood circulating, but also a bit of sadness that is lessening. The tip points and I let go, to take root in that which is beginning ahead.]

Individual action at natural space (Les Gavarres - Catalonia)

Leaves that leave, returning stone, rhythmic arrow.
Research group ‘Birds in the head’

Screenshot from Maia Castello, Denys Blacker and Sabina Vilagut recordings

Individual action at Bòlit (Girona Contemporany Art Center - Catalonia)

The pilgrimage of a comet I
Performance group ‘Corpologia’ nº 25
Linked to Denys Blacker exhibition ‘Ephemeral Maps, Complicities and Synchronicitys’

05/06/2018
PILGRIMAGE Religious journey, holy expedition, crusade, mission, trip.
COMET A celestial object consisting of a
nucleus of ice and dust and, when near
the sun, a ‘tail’ of gas and dust particles
pointing away from the sun.

NOTES BEFORE THE ACTION
{ Sculptor boxes, cages of Nature:
liberate me with phisical force
from center of the body }
ACTION VERBS
MAKE COLLISION AGAINST THE EARTH - CUT - ENCOUNTER - REBUILD
ENERGY OF THE ACTIONS
Go further than the sea of the stars and record a space on the ground with
energy and finally, celebrate.
NOTES AFTER THE ACTION

1844 J. J. Granville, Pérégrinations d’Une Comete

I run in the opposite direction to the sea, I am thousands of vertiginous
pilgrimates horses. I turn to sharpen the new paragraph; I release the
failure, far from perfection and arrogance, seduction and that wich I
vae long stopped hating (It is called action, not reaction). I activate the
pylons of my blood; I feel the power of neutrality again. Release the forest; the blossoming of flowers announces what is leaving and what will
arrive. I am thisty (from celebration): the house vermouth. The heart
beats strong on the lips, the whole of me vibrates, a sip, I seal the cut.
It’s not a show, I do not hide, I am only giving shape to an energetic
spirit, funky and rural.

Photographies by Meritxell Gil (edited)

Photographies from Bòlit (Centre d’Art Contemporani de Girona)

dfjkadfkl

Individual action at El Casino (Sant Feliu de Guíxols - Catalonia)

The pilgrimage of a comet II
LEGS (International Performance Festival)

16/06/2018
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photo Photographies by Mauro Abbühl

Individual action at Civic Center (Corçà- Catalonia)

‘En som dos’
We are two
Rural action

27/08/2018

[NOTES. Long-live the freed goats, their primitiv laugh,
the food pellets flying high in eclipsing turns, the hypnotic
lights of the old car focusing on all faces that are mirrors,
This isn’t conceptual art, this is rural action.
		
the red of the stars making love, the tightening of hands,
the green dress dirtied with mud, the ritual costumes with
				
During twenty five minutes, all the people waiting for action with which we preserve the spirit of childhood, peers, friends,
a goat, but after this time, I bring out a dog dressed in a goat-skin. classmates and the mojitos at the Corçà civic center.]

What was I
doing?

photo Photographies by Denys Blacker and Sabina Vilagut

Individual action at Bòlit (Girona Contemporany Art Center - Catalonia)

Helium stairs, iron stars or when I touch
the ground I feel the glitter sky
‘Performance Night’
Linked to Denys Blacker exhibition ‘Ephemeral Maps, Complicities and Synchronicitys’

18/08/2018

Photography by Mohammed Ismael

An image came to me: I saw myself in
themiddle of a garden with golden glitter, pink balloons floating above my
head and tin bottles tied around my
waist, dragging behind my feet. I developed this image for two hours, traveling
and inhabiting the old quarter of Girona. I walked, ran, climbed and balanced
with the spaces just with my body and
these elemets, hermetic symbols that
evaporated.

Photographies by Gemma Gascons

photo Photographies by Mohammed Ismael
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